Painting with Light, take 2
Thanks to those who managed to beat the weather and get along on Wednesday. Even so, one or two had to leave early and the rest of us finished up quickly as we feared the weather might make the drive home more hazardous. As far as I know, everyone made it safely!
For those who made it along, for Martin who arrived as I was finishing, and for those who didn't get there at all, here's a summary of the short presentation I gave at the start:

Useful stuff to have:
DSLR or other camera with "bulb" setting. A 30 second exposure setting will do at a pinch.
Tripod. (Switch off any camera or lens stabilisation systems)
A remote (or cable) release. (The self timer setting will get you by.)
Extra camera battery, especially when out photographing in the cold.
Small torch to let you see what you're doing in the dark.
Portable light sources (essential!).
A dark location.
Imagination!

Camera settings:
RAW files give you the most processing flexibility
If you cannot use RAW, white balance should be set for your light sources.
Manual focusing. "Autofocus" does not work well in the dark!
Manual exposure or "bulb" setting.
Low ISO. (High ISO settings create lots of digital noise in dark areas.)

Subject matter suggestions:
Anything you can isolate from its background.
Old buildings, abandoned farm equipment.
Bridges.
Trees.
Even mountains!
Let your imagination go wild.

Techniques for adding light:
Playing light over the subject with torch.
Flashgun.
Light trails.

Basic set up:
Begin with test shots of the scene to which you will add light.
With those tests, find the exposure settings which show as much or as little as you want for your long exposure time (30 secs of more usually).
Test your light source within the scene.
Remember that you can build up your final image from several shots if you take several without moving the tripod or the subject.

Faults, and fixing them:
Be aware of how long you shine light in different places so you can adjust for another shot if there are bright patches or areas that appear too dark.
If the overall image turns out too bright or too dark, adjust your camera exposure settings to compensate.
If the light you're adding doesn't show up well, try a longer exposure so you can paint more light into the scene.
Uneven lighting can often be improved by using a wider beam or by illuminating from a greater distance (to widen the spread of light).
Remeber that lighting of larger subjects can be built up from several exposures for different parts, so long as nothing is moved.


There's plenty of information, ideas, and inspiration on-line so have a go, see what you can do!

